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My Materials List: 



Step 1- Take a dinner plate and
draw around it on to a piece of
cardboard. 

Step 2 - Take a smaller plate or
bowl and draw around this in the
centre of your dinner plate circle. 

Step 3 - Cut both circles out to
give yourself a cardboard ring. 

Step 4 - Start making as many pom
poms as you need to cover your whole
cardboard ring. 
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Step 5 - Take a square of cardboard and
cut a slit in the bottom of your piece of
cardboard. The bigger this piece of
cardboard, the bigger the pom pom.

Step 6- Take a piece of yarn and
place it through the slit and off to
the side. 

Step 8 - Tie your wrapped yarn together
in the middle through the slit, chop the
yarn at the top and bottom of the
cardboard. Pom Pom ready!
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P OM  P OM  MA K I N G  

Step 7 - Start wrapping your wool/yarn
around the cardboard and across the
slit. 



Step 9- Once you have all your pom
poms ready, take your hot glue gun
and start glueing them on, making
sure you cover the cardboard
completely. 

Step 10  - Once you have covered
your cardboard, grab some white
and pink (or whatever colours you
have available) paper!

Step 11 - Cut out some outside
and inside ear shapes..

Step 12 - Then glue them to the back of
your cardboard wreath and you are
done!
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Quick Facts 

After a few passes through the recycling process, paper and card

fibres are too short to retain a structure and they wear out. The

card recycling process can’t go on forever, which is why we

still need to grow and fell trees. But it can reduce wastefulness,

conserve energy and cut back on polluting chemicals. And since

it’s made from wood pulp, it’s biodegradable anyway – so it’ll

still have its uses.

(AAS Vogel, nd)


